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Abstract: In this document a survey on recent developments in 

the design of binary adders is done. Adders are the core cells of 

any arithmetic unit which define the speed of any processor.  The 

motivation of this paper is to focus on different kinds of 

architectures of higher order binary adders that provide high 

speed, less power to increase the level of integration on any 

integrated circuits (IC). Though there are many algorithms 

proposed for improving the speed of an  

adder the challenges still remain in designing fast and accurate 

adders. At the schematic level we scrutiny six different adders for 

high speed and low power applications. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In communications and portable multimedia applications 

emerge, there is always a need for more prominent designs 

with low voltage, very thin size and high frequency of 
operation. Adders are the leaf cells in any DSP systems. 

Hence design of fast adders has become crucial as it affects 

the execution time of a digital system in variables of voltage 

and latency. 

Every binary adder takes full adder as a basic cell which 

adds three single bits and its expressions of sum and carry 

are 

SUM= A XOR B XOR C and 

COUT= A.B + A.C+ B.C 

The basic multi bit binary adder is the Ripple Carry Adder 

(RCA). RCA utilizes full adders for multi bit addition. The 

carry out after each full adder addition is sent to next satge. 
If for an n-bit RCA Cout need to be evaluated it has to wait 

until full adder addition for n-1 stages is performed. 

Accordingly, the last sum and carry bits will be legitimate 

after a significant deferral [1].To overcome the problem of 

carry propagation  adders ike carry look ahead adder, carry 

increment adder, carry select adder, carry look ahead adders 

and parallel prefix adders are presented in this paper[2] .A 

carry-look ahead adder (CLA) generates the sum bit 

irrespective of carry input it receives from previous stages. 

Carry is generated and propagated using look-ahead logic. 

The following figure 1.1 shows a basic 4-bit CLA [3].From 
the figure we can see a look-ahead structure logic is used for 

generating carry. Due to this more number of MOS 

transistors are required to implement the circuit which 

increases area of the chip [3, 4]. Carry Look-ahead Adder 

(CLA) is a kind of optimized adder when compared with 

conventional RCA.  
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Fig 1.1 Block diagram of Carry Look Ahead Adder 

 
Among the fast adders Carry Skip Adder (CSKA) is one 

option with reduced carry propagation delay. CSKA doesn’t 
need any separate logic for generating and carry bits which 

reduces critical path length, but increases area and power 

dissipation same as RCA. Energy efficient product is very 

much low when compared to RCA and CLA [6, 7]. Layout 

for CSKA can be easily implemented with less wire lengths 

and regular structures. The slow compilation time of this 

adder structure to generate and propagate carry bits, limits 

its use in high frequency applications. However CSKA 

adder’s performance degrades for higher order bits and in 

few combinations of bits, computational complexity equals 

RCA [8]. 

 
Fig 1.2 General architecture of Carry Skip Adder(CSKA) 

 
Pi-1:k=0(not all propagate signals from bit i--1 to bit k are 1), 

the result of the carry is generated within this block. 

Pi‐1:k=1,the  carry of the previous  block is propagated. 

 Carry Increment Adder (CIA) is one more efficient 

adder. By using clock phase techniques CIA increases the 

speed of carry propagation and sum generation. It also has 

smaller chip area compared with RCA, CLA and CSKA 
adder topologies but if the bit width is increased speed will 

be decreased and chip area.[9]. 
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Fig 1.3Block diagram of Carry Increment Adder 

 
In CIA adders cin is assumed to be zero. In worst case when 

carry is known output is incremented. 

One more high speed and low power adder used in digital 

signal processors and ALU is Carry Select Adder (CSA). 

CSA uses multiplexing method to generate final sum and 

carry out. The architecture of CSA consists of two simple 

blocks RCA and a multiplexer. But the usage of RCA in 
CSA degrades speed and increases power for higher order 

bits. The second stage of RCA with carry in ‘1’ is replaced 

with binary to excess-1 code converter [11]. A carry-select 

adder generates sum bits for cin=’0’ and cin=’1’ at every 

stage. Based on the previous stage cin multiplexers outputs 

the exact sum[12].  

 

 
Fig 1.4Block diagram of Carry Select Adder 

 
Parallel Prefix Adders (PPA) have an optimized carry tree 

structure with a systematic approach to generate sum and 

propagate carry bits [13]. The word Parallel means addition 
of two numbers is done parallel which is a dominant factor 

for high frequency microprocessor, DSP’s and mobile 

communications. Delay and power overhead problems are 

far less when compared with above discussed adders. PPA 

have three steps of computation: 1) By using number of bits 

to be added carry is generated and propagated. 2)In prefix 

computation carry is computed parallel. 3)Total sum of 

given inputs is then calculated.  

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

There are different kind of parallel prefix adders like PPA 

using RCA, PPA using sklansky, PPA using CIA, PPA 

using Brent kung Adder, Kogg stone and Huan Carlson. 

The remaining sections of the paper consist of detailed 

qualitative analysis of above-mentioned binary adders. 

Section II describes architectures and functionality of all 
adders. Section III describes area power and delay 

comparisons and section IV and V consists of conclusion 

and references. 

  

II. II BINARY ADDERS 

1. Ripple Carry Adders (RCA) 

RCA is the basic multi bit binary adder. Many fast RCA are 

proposed and some fast adders like radix-2 and higher order 

radix adders are discussed in this paper. 

1.1 Ling Addition: in this technique [14] the cout of i+1th 

stage  of two binary words denote can be calculated as  

ci+1 = Gi:0 = gi + nki.gi-1 + nki.nki-1.gi-2 + … 
 = nki.gi + nki.gi-1 + nki.nki-1.gi-2 + … 

 = nki.(gi + gi-1 + nki-1.gi-2 + …)  

= nki.Hi:0     (1) 

Here nk stands for “not kill” and nki = ai + bi, where a,b are 

two binary words gi denotes “generate”, defined as ai.bi, 

and Gi: 0 is group generate as a component of all the critical 

bits from ‘0’ up to’1’. Hi:0,  is obtained from Gi:0 by 

computing one nk bit at a time, exclusively known as a 

“Ling carry”. Ling also proved that the sum bits, si+1, is a 

function of: 

Si+1 = p(i+1)⊕c(i+1)    (2) 

= p(i+1)⊕G(i:0)  

= p(i+1)⊕(nki.Hi:0)  

= Hi:0.(p(i+1)⊕nki) +( !Hi:0.pi+1)  

Here p is propagate signal, defined as pi = ai⊕bi. It is 

examined that when ling addition is implemented on parallel 

prefix adders it has led to a fan-out of 4 inverter delays for 

any word length of adder or its architecture by replacing two 

logic levels with complex gates like Exclusive-or gates or 
more. 

1.2 Base-2 Ling Addition: Base-2 Ling adder [14] is 

implemented NAND gates with fan-in of 2 per full adder on 

the carry path by using Ling’s method. The following 

expressions show how carry is propagated for two bit adder: 

 C(i+1) = G(i:0)  

                    = gi +( nki.gi-1) +( nKi:i-1.Gi-2:0)  (3)  

The following equations are derived using lings factorials:  

Gi:0 =( nki.gi) + (nki.gi-1) + (nKi:i-1.nki-2.Gi-2:0) 

        = nki.(Hi:i-1 + nKi-1:i-2.Gi-2:0)  (4)  

The resultant Base-2 adder design is shown below, here 
H*x:c0 = nkx.Gx-1:c0 signifies carry appended not kill bit  

nkx. It is observed that carry input, c0, is Added with a0 and 

b0 in combination with the 2-input And Or Invert and 2-

input Or And Invert logic cells generating !(Hi:i-1) and 

!(nKi+1:1) respectively. This optimizes critical path by one 

binary value.  

Calculating of carry generation and 

propagation signals 

Parallel execution of carry bits 

Sum and carry output calculation 
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Fig 2.1 logic circuit of Base-2 Ling RCA 

 

1.3 Base-4 Ling Adder: considering base-2 adder design as 

baseline base-4 adder is implemented, with AOI(fan-in-2 

and fan-out-1)/OAI(fan-in-2 and fan-out-1) gates for each 

full adders along the critical path of carry out 
;AOI22/OAI22 cells propagate carry to next stage. 

Additional gates are required to carry even numbered bits of 

sum which increases layout area. In order to reduce load on 

AOI/OAI gates half inverters are used to spin H (or  !H) to 

the sum logic. The count of gates in cn AOI21/OAI21 gates 

is determined by deciding the load capacitance and setting 

the load/drive proportion to 4, as previously: 

 [2.0(wire) + 0.5(inv) + 0.85·f]/0.55·f = 4 → f = 1.85. 

The following figure illustrates a base-4 Ling Adder with 

ripple carry logic [14]. 

 
Fig 2.2 logic circuit of Base-4 Ling RCA 

 
By cascading Base-4, base-8 and base-16 ripple adder can 

be constructed. At base-16 and above however increases 

carry propagation delay which is not feasible for high speed 

circuits.  

 

 Look Ahead Adder (CLA)  
In n-bit RCA n-bits will have n no. of full adders. The 

addition is said to be computed only when (n-1) th stage 

carry is generated. As a result the delay of the carry chain 

increases which cannot be applicable for high frequency 
applications like DSP and Digital communications. CLA 

[14,15] calculates carry in two intermediate steps one is 

propagation (Pi) and two is generation (Gi) can be defined 

mathematically as follows. 

   =   (   )    

   =    .     

The above equations uses only input bits to compute 

propagate and generate bits with just on gate delay. The sum 

and carry outputs would be composed below: 

  +1 =    +        

   =          (   )    

So,   +1 is a function of inputs and   . These conditions 

demonstrate that a carry value would be produced in two 

cases: 

1) If bits Ai and Bi switch to ‘1’ at same intervals. 

2) If any one of Ai or Bi equals to ‘1’ and carry-in Ci is ‘1’. 

the basic cell a CLA adder is shown below for generating 

and propagating logic implementation. The truth table of a 

CLA adder for generating carry bit is shown in the table 
below. 

 
Fig 2.3logic circuit of CLA basic cell 

 
Table 2.1 condition for generating carry in CLA 

A B Ci Ci+1 Condition 

0 0 0 0 No Carry Generation 

0 0 1 0 

0 1 1 1 

1 0 0 0 No Carry Propagate 

1 0 1 1 

1 1 0 1 

1 1 1 1 Carry Generate 

1 1 0 1 

 

2.1 Section-Carry Based Carry Look Ahead Generator 

Adder (SCBCLA) 

The SCBCLA [15] is from CLA, where only one CLA 

output, sets carry input for the successive SCBCLA stages.  

Depending on how the carry is rippled within SCBCLA the 

sum bits are generated.  
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These kind of adders sums up output based on RCA 

technique and carries output defined by CLA architecture. 

The generic SCBCLA architecture is illustrated in figure 

shown below. 

The SCBCLA architecture shown in the above figure 2.4 is 

divided into three blocks propagate-generate block, m-bit 
carry look ahead generator block and sum calculation block. 

There are two types of SBCLA one homogenous and the 

other hybrid or. Moreover, heterogeneous SCBCLAs 

produce streamlined plan measurements contrasted with 

homogeneous SCBCLAs. For the basic version, the carry 

propagation critical path delay equals gate delays of a XOR 

gate with fan-in 2, AND gate of fan-in 5 and OR gate of fan-

in 2 as seen in Fig.2.5. 

 
Fig 2.4 Micro Architecture of m-bit SBCLA 

 

The optimized SBCLA is shown in Fig2.6 where the critical 

path delay equals to gate delays of XOR gate with fan-in 2 

,AND gate with fan-in 4,OR gate with fan-in 4 and fan-in 2. 

In figure 2.6 Section Carry Based Carry Look Ahead Adder 

with fan-in 4 is constructed using 5-input AND gate and OR 

gates, which are not bolstered in present day CMOS process 

advancements [16, 17].In this manner a superior substitute is 

to opt for the fragmented 4-bit SCBACLA. 

 
Fig 2.5 logic circuit for 4 bit carry generator of CLA 

 
Fig 2.6logic circuit for 4 bit carry generator of SCB CLA 

 

3. Carry Skip Adder  

CSKA is one of the energy saving adders in area occupancy 

and power usage. When compared to RCA CSKA will have 

shorter critical path. The energy efficiency product of CSKA 

is too less when compared with CSA and parallel prefix 

adders. CSKA provides relatively less wiring length along 

with well ordered and uncomplicated layout. The 

conventional CSKA is constructed with chain of full adders 

and multiplexers. A 2x1 multiplexer interconnects the RCA 

blocks. The logic diagram of conventional CSKA is shown 
below.  

As the number of RCA chains increases the design of static 

CMOS CSKA becomes complex, which increases the 

parasitic effects of circuit. Many methods have been 

proposed to revamp the execution of CSKA at critical 

voltages one among it is adaptive clock stretching operation 

[18] to [20]. By using this method the critical paths in the 

CSKA adders are rarely activated.  When data paths with 

large gate delay in the adder carry the signal are on, the 

structure makes use of two clock cycles to finish the 

operation. In this method we observe a trade-off between 

power consumption and throughput. Two more techniques 
are proposed in [21] one is CI-CSKA (Carry Increment 

CSKA) the structure depends on link and implicationplans. 

The 2x1 multiplexer in conventional CSKA are 

replaced by AOI/OAI compound gates because power 

consumption of AOI (OAI) is less when compared with 

multiplexers [22] and the logic circuit is shown below. 

The adder is constructed with 2- N bits inputs, A and B, 

consisting of Q stages. Mj ( j = 1, . . . , Q) is the size of each 

RCA block, with Carry input zero except the first block.). 

Therefore, all the blocks complete their jobs concurrently. In 

these kind of adders, when the first slab calculates the sum 
and carry bits (i.e., SM1, . . . , S1), and C1, the remaining 

blocks  
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parallely generates the middle of the path results [i.e., {ZK 

j+Mj , . . . , ZK j+2, ZK j+1} for K j =_j−1 r=1 Mr ( j = 2, . . 

. , Q)], and also Cj signals. 

 
Fig 2.7 Logic circuit of Conventional CSKA 

 

 

 
Fig 2.8 Logic circuit of Carry Increment CSKA 

 

The internal structure of carry increment block is shown 

below. 

 
Fig 2.9 Carry Incremental Block internal structure 

 
 Variable delay length CI CSKA is proposed to improve 

logic delay [23]. In order to compute sum and carry bits in 

just one clock period variable supply voltage are inbuilt. 

Hence clock frequency need not be decreased as longest 

delay paths are occasionally triggered. The following figure 

explains the concept of adaptive variable delay clock 

stretching and also supplies voltage scaling. In Fig.2.10, the 

input bits j + 1)th and( j + m)th  are used for estimating the 
carry propagation of the jth stage (FA) to the final carry 

output of ( j +m)th stage. In this design, the Longest Latency 

Chain(LLC) is from stage-1 to stage-N. While the carry 

proliferation way from first stage to the ( j+m)th organize 

and the convey spread way from ( j +1)th stage to the Nth 
stage are the off length longest ways [23].The slack time in 

this structure determines voltage scaling parameters, which 

is characterized by the delay contrast between LLC. As the 

critical path power ups with a probability of<1/2m, the 

clock stretching has no affect upon efficiency (e.g., for a 64-

bit adder, m = 16–20 may be taken into account) [23]. But in 

some cases the predictor may not predict when the critical 

path is exactly driven. But as m increases mis predictions 

decrease but increases the critical path which restricts 

threshold voltage reduction. Keeping in consideration of all 

these tradeoffs predictor radix size need to be fixed.  

 

 
Fig 2.10 Generic structure of variable latency CSKA 

 

4. Carry Select Adder (CSA)  

The structure of Carry Select Adder is built using dual RCA 

which increases power and delay of the logic circuit. [24,25] 

Low power and high-speed CSA can be executed by 

replacing RCA with CLA, CSKA and CIA. To further 

improve the performance second ripple carry adders with 

Carry input 1 can be replaced with Binary to Excess one 

converter (BEC) as shown below. The following topology 

shows the basic CSA using RCA. 

An example of 16-bit CSA using RCA is explained below   

 
Fig 2.11(a) Example for CSA 
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Fig 2.11(b) logic diagram of CSA using RCA 

 
4.1 Modified CSA with BEC  

when two RCA are used in CSA delay doubles at every 

carry propagation. So as to cut down the carry propagation 
delay RCA with carry input 1 is replaced with BEC [26]. 

The input to the BEC is SUM output of corresponding RCA 

of that stage. Bit one is added to LSB bit of sum bits 

generated when carry input is zero. BEC is implemented 

using Exclusive OR gates. 

 
Fig 2.12 Logic circuit for BEC converter 

 

4.2 Modified CSA with CLA, CSKA  
In Fig 2.11 we observe that conventional CSA [27] reduces 

carry propagation delay to a major extent by breaking 16-bit 

carry propagation to 4 different 4-bit RCA connected via 

2x1 multiplexer. But the performance can be further 
improved by replacing RCA with carry input zero by CLA 

and RCA with carry input 1 by BEC. The topology of 

modified CSA is shown in the figure below.  

 
Fig 2.13 Modified CSA with CLA 

 

From the above discussions as we have already discussed 

the carry generate and propagate signals reduce the carry 

propagation delay unlike in RCA. Similarly, in place of 
CLA we can replace CSKA which further reduces area and 

power consumption along with delay [28,29]. Thus, Carry 

Select Adders have more flexibility to modify the topology 

depending upon consumer’s choice. 

5. Parallel Prefix Adders(PPA) 

A variety of proposed prefix adders are discussed in the 

following passage which are area and power efficient. 

Contingent aggregate expansion for prefix 94 adder 

suggested by Sklansky with less complexity but fan-out 

increases for few computations. The innovation proposed by 

Kogge and Stone has both excellent logical intensity with 

fewer outputs but constructed with huge number of wires to 
connect gates. Brent and Kung proposed an adder which has 

less computation nodes but with paramount prefix extent 

which increases intermission. Ladner and Fischer proposed 

a affix structure  work with more profundity when 

contrasted with sklansky adder. This technique decreases the 

most extreme fan-out for calculation hubs in the basic way. 

The prefix adder proposed by Han and Carlson couples 

Brent-Kung and Kogge-Stone adder’s which overcomes 

trade-off between depth of logic, wiring count and number 

of intermediate nodes. Reto Zimmermann proposed a 

optimized adder using depth controlled compression and 
expansion. 

 Matthew Ziegler and Stan proposed prefix adder 

archtecture with a maximum two outputs for reducing the 

yield factor. Knowles displayed a class of logarithmic 

adders with least profundity by permitting the fan-out to 

develop. Algorithm for generating prefix carry trees 

proposed by A.B Smith and C.C Lim  uses higher valency 

prefix cells in the initial stages of the architecture to 

accommodate less number of prefix cells in the critical path 

and to achieve less interconnect length. An algorithmic 

methodology to devolep irregular PPA proposed by Jianhua 

Liu et al achieves nominal delay for a given set of input 
signals. The use of higher valency prefix cells for standard 

prefix architectures such as Brent-Kung, Sklansky, Ladner 

Fischer, Kogge-Stone and Han-Carlson was proposed by 

Harris. This leads to reduced number of rationale levels to 

the detriment of more noteworthy fan-in at each level.  
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A zero deficient PPA with minimal depth for a given width 

was proposed by Haikun Zhu et al. PPA takes place in three 

steps as explained below 

1. Generating and Propagating Carry signals: Past carry is 

determined and engendered to the following piece and 

create thecarry bit below are the mathematically defined 
equations: 

Gi = Ai . Bi …………….(1) 

Pi = Ai ⨁ Bi …………… (2) 

2. Computing of all carry signals: 

Gi:j = Gi:k +Pi:k . Gk-1:j …….(3) 

Pi:j = Pi:k . Pk-1:j ………… (4) 

3. Evaluation of Final Sum: 

Si = Pi ⨁ Gi-1:0 ………… (5) 

 

 
Fig 2.14 schematic representation of generate and propagate 

signals of PPA 

 
5.1 Kogge-Stone(K.S.) adder  
PPA using Kogge-Stone adder is suggested by P.M. Kogge 

and H.S.Stone[31]. When compared with Brent–Kung adder 

the Kogge–Stone adder occupies more area but shows low 

fan-out which can increase the performance of CMOS 

.nonetheless, interconnection has reached the bottle neck 

and is regularly an issue for Kogge–Stone adders. Kogge- 
Stone adder has a disadvantage of wiring congestion when 

expanded to 25-bit, 26-bit, and 27 -bit adders. The main motto 

is to reduce longest computational paths to considerable 

length of bits. In fig.2.6 all vertical blocks are used for 

propagation and generation of carry bits.  Sum bits are 

generated by performing XOR operation in between the last 

stage generate bits and first stage propagate bits. 

 
Fig 2.16 16-bit Kogge-Stone PPA 

  

5.2 Brent Kung(B.K.) Adder  

Brent –Kung PPA was introduced by Brent . Brent-Kung 

adders has maximum logic depth but has less interconnects 

and minimal area. Generate sum for odd number bits and 

then for even bit positions.[33]. It calculates prefix for 4-bit 

groups and used for calculating 8-bit group prefix, and in 

turn used for a group of 16-bits and higher order words. The 

affixes then track backwards to calculate the carry-in bits at 

every stage. The tree like structured adders require 2log2n-1 

stages. In general, black and grey cells are buffers used to 

reduce fan-out. Using CMOS logic and Transmission gates 
this adder can be developed for 2

3
, 2

4
, and 2

5
-bit using 

CMOS logic [36]. The following figure displays the 

structure of a 24-bit Brent-Kung PPA. 

 
Fig 2.16 16-bit Brent-Kung PPA 

 

5.3 Han-Carlson(H.C) Adder  

The performance of Han-Carlson trees lies within Kogge-

Stone and Brent-Kung [34]. H.C adder has sparse version of 

K.S adder. These Adders follow a novel technique in 

calculating sum and carry bits, first it will fuse carry bits on 

divide by 2 bits and works on complement of divide by 2 

bits. The true carry bits are generated by combining odd bits 

with even carry bit signals. Out of the five stages of Carlson 

adder 2nd 3rd and 4th stages are replica of Kogge-Stone 

structure. When compared to kogge-stone adders these 
adders show less logic complexity as it uses short length 

wires which in turn reduces logic multiplicity at a cost of 

added stages for carry-merge path. Han-Carlson adder can 

be easily constructed by modifying pseudo-code of Kogg-

Stone adder [35]. The construction of 16-bit Han-Carlson 

PPA is exhibited below. 

 
Fig 2.17 16-bit Han-Carlson PPA 

 

5.4 S. Knowels(S.K.) adder  
A family of prefix trees with malleable architectures are 

proposed by S.Knowles[37]. Knowles adders are a 

combination of. S.K. adder utilizes the fan-out at every logic 

level.  

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Brent%E2%80%93Kung_adder&action=edit&redlink=1
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Fig.2.17 displays a 2-word Knowles adder. S.K. prefix 

adders can be designed to be hybrid by facilitating 

distinctive fan-out in Similar rational level. 

 
Fig 2.18 16-bit S.Knowels PPA 

 
5.5 Parallel Prefix Adder- Ladner- Fischer  
R. Ladner and M. Fischer in 1980 R. Ladner and M. Fischer 

a PPA. L.Fischer prefix tree construction lies between 
Brent.K and Sklansky prefix tree. The LF adder [38] has 

least rationale profundity however it has expansive fan-out. 

Ladner-Fischer adder has conveyed administrator hubs. The 

entry way retardation for L.Fischer prefix tree is log2n+1. 

Fig.2.18 demonstrates the 2-word LF adder 

 
Fig 2.18 Ladner- Fischer parallel prefix adder 

 

III. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF 

ADDERS 

Kogge-Stone, Han-Carlson and Knowles adders requires big 

count of parallel interconnects for lengthy bit adders, which 

increases the coupling capacitance on each wire. Because, of 
high fanout Sklansky architecture becomes slow. When 

interconnect is considered Han-Carlson its topology. even 

though  Kogge-Stone occupy small area but tough to 

Propagate and Generate carry and sum signals. Brent-Kung 

is of course a first adder but is very bad at propagation of 

carry signal. L.Fischer structure there are slightly added 

rationale levels and increase in number of outputs. 

H.Carlson got huge rationale levels however less cells. S. 

Knowles has various cells and wires and fewer outputs. 

Sklansky has least rationale levels and most elevated fan-

out. Kogge-Stone snake was the best among the others when 
wiring capacitance is disregarded. Correlations are 

organized in the table3.1 between adders that swell convey 

and that figure parallel talked about so far . 

 

 

Table: 3.1 Performance comparison of PPA 
Adder Area Speed FO ≈A. ≈T. ≈FOmax. 

RCA Small Slow Min n-1 n-1 2 

SK Large Fast high (n/2)*logn Logn (n/2) 

BK Med Med med 2n-logn 2logn-2 Logn 

KS Huge Fast min nlogn Logn 2 

HC Large Fast min (n/2)logn Logn+1 2 

CIA Med Med med 2n-2 2n 2n 

 

IV. COCLUSION 

We have surveyed different architectures of adder circuits, 

which focuses more on high capacity Parallel Prefix Adders. 

Our discussion is inclined on how the topologies are 

modified making them applicable for high speed low power 

applications. At first we discussed about RCA ling adders 

performance and how can a RCA be used for DSP 

applications. CIA, CLA, CSA, CSKA comes under the 

family of high-speed binary adders where we observe a 

tradeoff between area power and delay. In order to enhance 

the speed performance of adders for high frequency 

applications Parallel Prefix Adders were discussed, and it is 
observed that Kogge-Stone PPA shows good results. we 

have reviewed all the architecture levels of binary adders. 
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